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	The Yellowstone grizzly population has grown from an estimated 136 bears when first granted federal protection as a threatened species to as many as 1,000 grizzlies in a tri-state region today. No longer limited to remote wilderness areas, grizzlies now roam throughout the region—in state parks, school playgrounds, residential subdivisions, on farms and ranches, and in towns and cities throughout the region.

	Return of the Grizzly tells the story of the successful effort to recover this large carnivore, the policy changes and disputes between bear managers and bear advocates, and for the first time, provides insight to what recovery means for the people who now live with grizzlies across a broad landscape. From cowboys on horseback chased by a charging grizzly, and grizzlies claiming game animals downed by human hunters, to the numerous self-defense killing of grizzlies that occur each year, the manuscript examines increases in conflicts and human fatalities caused by grizzlies in this ecosystem inhabited by humans who live there year-round. Human–bear interactions, grizzly attacks and deaths, avoiding attacks, effects on agriculture, wildlife protesters, the consequences of bear habituation, and more are all covered.
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery via Logic-Based Methods: Theory, Algorithms, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	There are many approaches to data mining and knowledge discovery (DM&KD), including neural networks, closest neighbor methods, and various statistical methods. This monograph, however, focuses on the development and use of a novel approach, based on mathematical logic, that the author and his research associates have worked on over the...
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Basic Sensors in iOS: Programming the Accelerometer, Gyroscope, and MoreO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Over the last few years the new generation of smart phones, such as Apple’s iPhone,
		has finally started to live up to their name and have become the primary interface device
		for geographically tagged data. However not only do these devices know where they
		are, they can tell you how they’re being held, they are...
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Team Collaboration: Using Microsoft Office for More Effective Teamwork (Business Skills)Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Set the stage for more effective collaboration in your organization using Microsoft Office. Whether coordinating a cross-team project or leading your workgroup, you’ll discover how to combine your skills with Office programs with best practices for enabling your team’s best work.
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Facebook for Grown-UpsQue, 2010

	Facebook started out as a social network for high school and college kids. But now grown-ups like you are getting connected, too–even if you use Facebook much differently than your kids do. If you’re a grown-up looking to join the Facebook bandwagon, Facebook for Grown-Ups is just the guide you...
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Transformation Electromagnetics and Metamaterials: Fundamental Principles and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	Transformation electromagnetics is a systematic design technique for optical and electromagnetic devices that enables novel wave-material interaction properties. The associated metamaterials technology for designing and realizing optical and electromagnetic devices can control the behavior of light and electromagnetic waves in ways that have...
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Vibration with ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	An advanced look at vibration analysis with a focus on active vibration suppression 


	As modern devices, from cell phones to airplanes, become lighter and more flexible, vibration suppression and analysis becomes more critical. Vibration with Control, 2nd Edition includes modelling,...
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